
Supa® Fold  
Folding Frame Clothesline
Line Repair Pack - 15m 
Instruction Sheet

TO SUIT MODELS:
Supa® Fold 230 Advantage 
Supa® Fold 230 
Supa® Fold 210 
Supa® Fold 190 
Supa® Fold 120 
Supa® Fold 70 

 
Line repair pack contains 

Description Qty.

PVC Polycore Clothes Line - Gunmetal or Paperbark 15M

Note: a Hills line replacement pack is also available containing 30m of PVC line. 



Line Assembly

Important: 
Protect your eyes with safety glasses when 
removing and replacing plastic components.

Note:  
The line repair pack can be used to replace 
any of the lines on your Supa Fold Folding 
Frame Clothesline. Replace one section 
at a time. The pack contains 15m of line 
which may be sufficient to replace some or 
all of your line lengths, depending on your 
particular model of Supa Fold Clothesline.

To remove:  
1. Raise your Supa Fold Clothesline above  
 your head until you hear both struts  
 ‘click’ once to indicate they have   
 engaged.

2. Starting with the Right Hand Arm rotate  
 the Cover Cap anti clockwise until the  
 line, Spring and Retainer disengages.

3. On the Left Hand Arm rotate the Cover  
 Cap anti clockwise.

4. Untie the PVC line from the Left Hand  
 Arm. Remove the PVC line from the Line  
 Retainer. Discard old PVC line.  
 Note: Do not discard the Cover Caps,  
 Springs or the Line Retainers as they are  
 to be reused.

5. Repeat for each line segment.

To replace with new PVC line:

1. Tighten the knot. Grip the line on both sides of  
 the knot and pull firmly.

2. Locate the knot inside the orange Retainer.  
 Hold the line and slide the Retainer over the knot.  
 Pull the line firmly until the knot slides fully into the  
 Retainer recess. You can use your grey Cover  
 Cap to help pull the knot into its correct position  
 (see Fig. 1).

3. Check tail length. Once the knot is in the Retainer,  
 there must be a tail of about 1cm in length  
 (see Fig. 2). If the tail is too short you will need  
 to cut off and re-tie a new knot and repeat the  
 procedure.
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Step 1

Fit Cover Cap along with Spring and Retainer to PVC 
line. Tie a single loop knot in end of line.

Orange 
Retainer

Spring

Grey Cover Cap

Step 2

Fig. 1

Step 3

Fig. 2



To Attach Line Segments

Line Assembly

Step 5

Attach this end of the Line assembly to a Tie-Off on the 
Right Hand Arm. Bayonet fit the Cover Cap by rotating 
clockwise until ‘click’ is felt. Repeat for all lines.

Step 4

Ensure the Cover Cap, Line, Spring and Retainer are 
assembled like this.

Insert the line down through the front slot of the Tensioner 
as shown, pull through line until desired tension is reached.  
(DO NOT OVER TENSION, as you can distort the 
Frame).

Fit the second Cover Cap onto the other end of  
the line.

Step 7

Loop the line around the rear groove of the 
Tensioner and pull tight to prevent line slipping.

Step 11

We recommend trimming excess line after a few 
loads of washing have been hung to allow ‘pre-
stretch’ of line to occur.

Trim off any excess line flush with end of Cover Cap 
as shown.

Step 9

Feed the line up and back through the front slot of 
the Tensioner and pull tight.

Feed end of line through the Cover Cap and Bayonet  
fit by rotating clockwise until a slight ‘click’ is felt.

Note: A short video showing the attachment of line segments is 
available for viewing on the Hills website: www.hills.com.au  
(Products, Clotheslines; Product Range > Folding Frame Clotheslines)

Step 8

Step 10

Step 6
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Tie-off
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Guarantee

Hills Guarantee
Hills Industries Limited undertakes that if 
any part of its manufacture has failed to 
operate correctly due to faulty workmanship 
or defective material, it will repair or replace 
the part free of cost for a period of ONE (1) 
year from date of purchase of the article, 
given fair wear and tear. Evidence of unfair 
usage or incorrect adjustment by the owner 
will void this promise.

Hills Industries Limited will not be 
responsible for any costs in connection 
with freight or postage, or for expenditure 
necessary to dismantle the article, replace 
the part in position and re assemble the 
article.

This guarantee is in addition to any rights  
or remedies conferred on the consumer.

As a proudly Australian company we 
are committed to provide you complete 
customer satisfaction. If you have questions 
about this product or find there are missing 
or damaged parts please call our Hills 
Consumer Advice centres.

Hills Industries Limited do not recommend 
the application of a ‘canopy’ on any of their 
outdoor dryer range.

Unless any addition or attachment to this 
product has Hills specific approval or is 
sold as a Hills product the warranty on this 
product is waived. The product is designed 
to perform a specific task under established 
test loads and unauthorised attachments 
may produce stresses for which the design 
is not appropriate.

Designs, specifications and colours are 
subject to change without notice.

Hills Industries Limited 
A.B.N. 35 007 573 417

Issue March 2010 
PD1586b

For any assistance in Australia call  
Hills Consumer Advice  
on 1300 300 564 (cost of a local call)  
during normal business hours  
or visit www.hills.com.au

For any assistance in New Zealand call  
09 262 3052 during normal business hours. 

Made in China

Designed and tested under a 
Quality System that meets Hills 
demanding quality specifications.

®


